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Abstract 
In this paper, a new approach to detect surface discontinuities in a visual-force control task is described. A task which consists in 
tracking a surface using visual-force information is shown. In this task, in order to reposition the robot tool with respect to the surface 
it is necessary to determine the surface discontinuities. This paper describes a new method to detect surface discontinuities employing 
sensorial information obtained from a force sensor, a camera and structured light. This method has proved to be more robust than pre-
vious systems even in situations where high frictions occur. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, visual servoing systems guide a robot by 
using image information obtained from an object observed 
by an eye-in-hand or eye-to-hand camera system In 
applications such as interaction with unknown workspaces, 
the image information must be combined with that 
obtained from other sensors in order to improve the system 
behaviour. Additional sensorial information can be inte-
grated in the visual loop like that obtained from a laser. 
By attaching a structured light emitter to the camera, it is 
possible to project visual marks onto the object surface 
which can be used in the control loop in order to position 
the camera located at the end-effector. an image-
based visual servoing approach based on structured light 
for plane-to-plane positioning is proposed. other 
works related with the joint use of visual information and 
structured light are described. 
However, in manipulation applications in which the 
robot interacts with its workspace, force sensor data must 
be jointly used with the information obtained from the 
camera in order to control not only the robot position 
but also the interaction with the contact surface. Further-
more, a great number of approaches employed to fuse 
visual-force information have been developed. Most of 
these approaches are based on hybrid control. Within these 
approaches we should mention studies which 
extend the " task frame" formalism a system to 
grasp objects in real time is described. It uses information 
from an external camera and that obtained from the force 
sensors of a robotic hand. Another strategy used for the 
combination of both sensorial systems is the use of imped-
ance control. Based on the basic scheme of impedance con-
trol, we should mention several modifications like the one 
described which adds an external control loop that 
consists of a visual controller which generates the refer-
ences for an impedance control system. the use of 
virtual forces applied to approaching tasks without contact 
is proposed. In addition, vision-force control techniques 
for robot systems with unknown contact surface have been 
proposed in the literature In order to improve the 
robustness of these systems we have combined image and 
force information in order to detect discontinuities in 
unknown surfaces. 
Our previous works have shown the necessity of 
maintaining the coherence between the control actions 
obtained from the visual force sensors in order to guaran-
tee that these control actions will not be contradictories. To 
do so, it is necessary to modify the image trajectory tracked 
by the visual servoing system so that the new trajectory is 
coherent with the contact surface. Furthermore, if a change 
in the surface occurs, the new surface must be recognized. 
In this paper, we are not interested in developing a surface 
recognition method (to do so, our previous algorithms 
are employed). However, this paper describes a robust 
method to detect changes in the contact surface employing 
a multisensorial system composed of an eye-in-hand cam-
era system, a force sensor and a laser. 
This paper is organized as follows: the visual force con-
trol system to track surfaces is first described in Section 2; 
Section 3 shows a method based on the Generalized Like-
lihood Ratio (obtained from the interaction forces) to 
detect surface discontinuities; in Section 4, a strategy to 
determine surface discontinuities in the image space based 
on structured light is presented; Section 5 describes the 
joint use of the two previous methods in order to obtain 
a robust estimation of the surface discontinuity; in Section 
6, experimental results, using an eye-in-hand camera sys-
tem, confirm the validity of the proposed algorithms; the 
final section presents the main conclusions arrived at. 
2. Tracking surfaces using force and visual servoing 
In this section the method to track surfaces using visual 
force information is described. The objective of the imped-
ance control is to carry out the combined control of the 
robot motion and their interaction force. The following 
impedance equation enforces an equivalent mass-damper-
spring behaviour for the pose when (he end-effector exerts 
a force F on the environment: 
F — IFAJtvc I DFAivc I KFA.t¥C (1) 
where xc is the current end-effector pose, xv is the reference 
trajectory, Axvc = xv xc (A.tvc and Aivc are the first and 
the second time derivative repcclively), Ip & S-HI1X11 is the 
inertial matrix, DF e ST™ is damping matrix and 
KF c iR"xn is the stiffness. They are diagonal matrices and 
characterize the desired impedance function. 
To implement the controller, we have chosen a position-
based impedance control system called accommodation 
control in which the desired impedance is limited to 
pure damping D ( the main aspects of the stability 
of this type of control is shown). In this case: 
F - DA*TC (2) 
Therefore, the control law obtained is: 
xc-xv-VlF (3) 
where the term j v is obtained from the visual loop. The vi-
sual servoing system carries out the tracking of the desired 
trajectory in the image space. To do this, an image-based 
control scheme to regulate to value 0 the following vi-
sion-based task function is used 
e = J f+-(S «*$3 (4) 
where s — \fi,f2,.. -,/MV are the features extracted from the 
image, J / is an estimation of the pseudoinverse of the inter-
action matrix and Sd(f) is the desired trajectory in the image, 
To carry out the tracking of the trajectory, the following 
velocity must be applied to the robot (with respect to the 
coordinate frame located at the eye-in-hand camera): 
where 2V > 0 is the gain of the proportional controller. 
3. Detecting surface discontinuities from interaction forces 
To assure that a given task in which it is required an inter-
action with the setting is correctly developed, the system 
must carry out a variation of the trajectory in the image, 
which depends on the spatial restrictions imposed by the 
interaction forces. Therefore, given a collision with the set-
ling and having recognized the normal vector of the contact 
surface [11], the transformation Tr that the camera must 
undergo to fulfil the spatial restrictions is determined, This 
transformation is calculated so that it represents the nearest 
direction to the one obtained from the image-based control 
system, and is also contained in the plane of the surface. 
Thus, we guarantee that the visual information will be coher-
ent with the information obtained from the force sensor. 
In our previous studies we have shown a method to 
detect discontinuities on an interaction surface based on 
the GLR (Generalized Likelihood Ratio) This method 
has several possible problems (i.e., false detections) and a 
more extensive study is shown in this paper. However, sev-
eral aspects of this approach are highlighted in order to 
demonstrate the detections problems. Previously, the 
GLR has been applied in other environments such as the 
2-D motion estimation in an image sequence and the 
detection of discontinuities of road curvatures 
In order to reduce the peak-to-peak noise level when the 
robot is tracking a surface, the interaction forces are fil-
tered using a Kalman filter whose main equations are: 
M
x = F • % I kv (6) 
*z - H • kx + kw (7) 
where: 
-
 k
x c SP is the state vector. 
- z is the measurement vector. 
- F is the transition state matrix, which relates the state 
in the previous step k — 1 to the current state k without 
noise. 
- H is the measurement matrix, which relates the state to 
the measurement kz, 
- Wc assume that the random variables kv and kw are 
independent and have a normal distribution, i.e., 
p{v) ~ JV(0,Q), p(w) ~ JV(0,R) (the values of Q and R 
are experimentally determined and are considered to 
be lO^"1 and 10 2, respectively). 
The state model will be: 
(8) 
where F are the interaction forces as described in the previ-
ous section. 
The vector F has 6 components (linear forces and 
moments). We define the binary vector a with 6 compo-
nents (one for each component of vector F). A given com-
ponent has value 1 if the system tries to detect changes in 
the corresponding direction (0 if the system does not delect 
changes in this direction). The innovation ky considered in 
the filter is; 
•<y-kyn+g{k;B)-z 
where: 
(9) 
- % represents the innovation which will be obtained if 
there is no change (*' ~ [x is the prediction of the state 
vector); 
k\k-l k _ k 
la — z H (10) 
- g{k:6) is the effect (on the innovation measured at the 
iteration k) of the change in the surface that is produced 
at the iteration 6, in the direction of the change a. 
- a is the size of the hypothetical change in the magni-
tude of the force. 
j(k;0) is the effect of the change in the surface over the 
innovation value. The change is produced at iteration 0 
and is measured at iteration k. It is supposed that the 
change occurs in the indicated direction by a. If 8 < k, 
the following values can be obtained: 
g(k;0)-a-j(k-l;O) 
j(k;0)-Y.j(k-];0)+kK-g(tJ0) 
(H) 
In the following equations we consider a system to 
detect changes in the interval k £_<d< k. The value of 
t, is established high enough to compensate the noise effect 
in the signal, In filtering interaction forces, we have 
obtained good results with q — 10. The test function to 
determine a change in the interaction forces filtered in the 
direction a is: 
KkB) 
where: 
d2(k;0) 
c(k; 0) (12) 
ak^-t^m 
and: 
p 
g(r,0)-Jy 
(13) 
(14) 
The value of the l{k;0) increases when abrupt changes 
are determined from the obtained interaction forces. There-
fore, the greater the l(k;0) the greater the probability of a 
change in the surface. We have defined the threshold U 
so that if l(k;0) > U then a change in the surface is pro-
duced (empirically, this threshold has been established at 
1000). 
In Fig. 1, the values of the force fz and the GLR 
obtained during the tracking of two curved surface are 
shown. This method is not robust enough to detect the 
exact point in which a discontinuity in the surface occurs. 
For example, in Fig. lb there are three different moments 
in which the discontinuity is delected (!{k;0) is greater than 
1000). As this figure shows, false detections can be obtained 
when high frictions are measured, Furthermore, these false 
detections can be obtained in other situations due to the 
high noise level in the measured signal from the force sen-
sor. Therefore, we conclude that this method is only ade-
quate to obtain a value about the probability of a 
discontinuity in the surface. However, to improve the 
robustness in the detection, some additional information 
must be applied. 
In the next section, a method based on structured light is 
defined in order to be combined with the one proposed in 
this section. The aim is to obtain a robust method for the 
detection of discontinuities in contact surfaces. 
4. Structured light to detect discontinuity zones in the image 
space 
In this section, a new approach, used jointly with the 
previous section, to delect discontinuity /ones in surfaces 
is proposed. This approach is based on patterns of struc-
tured light which are projected on the surfaces of the scene 
objects. The light beam projection over the different sur-
faces determines certain discontinuities due to the change 
of direction of the projection planes. The three-dimensional 
object features such as depth values and surface orienta-
tions produce a different reflectance-distribution function 
and, therefore, different projection planes. The system 
employed for the detection process is composed of a 
CCD camera, a laser LASTRTS SNF with a wavelength 
of 660 nm, a power of 20 mW, a fan angle about 15° and 
7 concentric circles with an inter beam angle of 0.77°. This 
laser is located next to the camera in the robot end-clfector. 
In this way, the camera-laser system scans the scene in each 
position executed by the robot. 
When more than one light plane hit the different sur-
faces (i.e., surfaces with different orientations or different 
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Fig. I. Evolution offz, outline of the surface and parameter l[k;0,„) in the tracking of two different surfaces. 
depth value of a same object, or surfaces of different 
objects) a discontinuity effect is observed in the projection 
planes. The discontinuity is caused by the breakage of light 
beam projection. Thus, several projection planes displaced 
in the soace can be observed. This can be seen in our study 
The pattern employed consists of concentric circles. We 
have chosen the concentric representation because with 
parallel lines it is difficult to detect discontinuities of sur-
faces in polyhedral geometric pieces. These are the type 
of pieces used in our experiments (Fig. 2a). 
In this section, the proposed process for detecting dis-
continuities using structured light laser is presented. 
4.1. Step I. Detection of beam contour 
Once the beam is projected over the objects surface, the 
first stage consists of extracting the contours of circle 
pattern. To do so, a Gaussian smoothed process with a 
3 x 3 size mask is firstly employed to reduce the produced 
noise when the beam hits reflecting surfaces. 
Later, the image is binarized by means of a suitable 
threshold, according to the wavelength of the laser. Exper-
imentally, a saturation threshold about 70 has been consid-
ered for 660 nm. 
Fig. 3 shows RGB and HSV decomposition to separate 
an image captured into its RGB and HSV components. 
When the decomposition is RGB, it creates three greyscale 
images containing the red, green and blue channels of the 
image. In this Fig. 3a, it can be observed that only the 
red colour component contributes most information about 
the laser beam rather pattern than the rest of colour com-
ponents (green and blue). The reason for this is that the 
laser light emitted is coherent. This means that the laser 
light is a very pure colour. In this case a wavelength of 
660 nm determines a pure red colour. A pure colour means 
Fig. 2. (a) Projection of Ihe beam on a surface, (b) Approximation of the beam by poly-lines. 
Fig. 3. (a.) RGB Decomposition: red. green, blue, (b) HSV decomposition: hue, saturation and luminance values of the image. 
a single frequency, which implies narrow peaks in its spec-
trum lighting graphs, Furthermore, for HSV decomposi-
tion, three greyscales are also created, but now they 
represent the hue, saturation, and value components of 
the image. So, in Fig. 3b shows that the saturation compo-
nent offers the best information to recognize the laser beam 
pattern, 
Now, it is necessary to determine what component is 
more stable and robust to illumination changes: saturation 
(Fig, 4) or red (Fig, 5), Thus, the influence of each compo-
nent saturation in order to fix a suitable threshold to 
extract the contour of the laser beam pattern is shown in 
Fig. 4. 
Fig, 4 shows that a threshold of 70 is the most suit-
able to extract the saturation. Furthermore, the hue com-
ponent seems not useful in segmenting the laser beam 
pattern as it is shown in Fig. 3b. The reason for this 
is that the hue component does not have a standard lin-
ear order. However, if the hue component is ordered 
with a distance function between the hue values and a 
reference value (the distance to red colour value) 
and in addition, the saturation component is used to 
choose the hue values depending on the saturation val-
ues, the hue can be used to extract the contour of the 
laser. This is shown in Fig. 4b. 
In contrast, Fig. 5 shows that the red component is not 
suitable to fix a threshold to extract the contour of the laser 
beam pattern. In this case, the visible light has radiations in 
the range of wavelengths in air [380-750 nm] and the red 
emitted by the laser is 660 nm. Fig, 5 shows that the thresh-
old below 155 is not valid to extract the contour because it 
has lost information, 
If the histogram of the red and the saturation compo-
nents are studied (Fig. 6), it can be observed that the satu-
ration is more suitable to fix a threshold more robust to 
changes in the lighting environment. The threshold is fixed 
in {7=70. But also, it is important to emphasize that the 
HSV model has been used instead of HSI, due to the fact 
that the saturation component is unstable in others models 
like HTS, in which pixels with the same visual appearance 
have a different saturation value. 
With this threshold it is possible to extract only the 
information of contours from the projected laser pattern. 
Afterwards, these contours are slightly skeletized with a 
Gaussian filter to reduce the thickness of the circle projec-
tions of the beam (Fig. 2a). An alternative could have been 
to use the morphological filter based on erosion to better 
the contour of the projection of the beam but the compu-
tation time could rise. An excessive smoothed process can 
produce a loss of information. The points which form the 
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Fig. 4. (a) Influence of thresholding in saturation component, (b) Influence of thresholding in hue component using distance to red colour. 
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contour can be reduced, and furthermore false discontinu-
ities can also appear. 
Next, to make the contour detection, the pixels which 
compose the projected circles in the image are delected 
by means of a convolution process. In this process, 8-con-
nectivity masks are used Thus, the pixels of boundary 
which determine each contour are found. This set of pixels 
corresponds to the 2D-points which compose each pro-
jected circle. These pixels are retrieved as edge point by a 
variant based on the Suzuki algorithm This type of 
representation in which the curve is coded as a sequence 
of points is often a good choice because it avoids ambiguity 
and run very fast in binary images. 
4.2. Step 2. Approximation of beam contours 
Once the contours have been detected, like a set of 
points, it is necessary to approximate every contour by 
means of some kind of geometric primitive which defines 
those contours using several parameters. These parameters 
will be employed below in order to differentiate contours. 
Thus, each circular contour is represented by a polygonal 
approach. The advantages of a polygonal approach arc: 
on the one hand, obtaining a simple representation for each 
contour that permits a fast and efficient comparison pro-
cess between contours; on the other hand, the reduction 
of the number of "interest points" (points that make up 
each boundary) detected during the contour extraction 
process. Thus, the beam projection is only represented by 
a minimum set of "interest points" without loss of stability 
in the contour extraction process (Fig. 2b). 
Our approach method is based on the Douglas 
Peucker's algorithm Each contour is approximated 
by a poly-line, Ps. A contour is defined as a sequence of n 
points so that Cs — {px, p2, - - -, p„}, and a poly-line Ps can 
be defined as the union of 1-degree segments, where / 
denotes each segment. 
ps = ut;{/,/,+,} = m {tPi i (i 0/>m/o <t%xt (15) 
P,~{Pi •••Pj»> 2} (16) 
The adjustment is based on the representation of a set of 
points by means of edge segments where the proximity of 
each point to the edge segment must be inferior to a toler-
ance factor £ used as reference threshold. The proximity is 
measured like a normal distance vector to each candidate 
edge segment. 
The algorithm begins approximating all the points of a 
contour, C, — {pi, p2, - • -, pn], with a poly-line which joins 
the first and the last point of the edge contour, 
Ps—h — {piP„}- The distance of each intermediate point 
to the poly-line is measured, and the farthest point with a 
tolerance greater than the e value is added to the simplifica-
tion process and takes part to build a new poly-linc 
Ps = {PiPPn}- Later, this one is divided into two segments 
h — {PiPi} and /2 — {ptPt,} and the union of both will com-
pose Pf= {/,, 12\ = {piPfPn}. 
Thus, these steps are repeated iteratively for each edge 
contour until all the points which belong to the poly-line 
do not violate the value rank marked by the tolerance fac-
tor. ff the distance of an intermediate point to a poly-linc 
does not exceed the tolerance factor, it is not taken into 
account for the simplification process of the poly-line. 
The polygonal adjustment process allows the approxi-
mation of the laser beam contours in a more stable way 
than a set of contour points. Now, each edge contour is 
composed by fewer points. Each contour is a set of points 
greater than two which is the minimum number of points 
necessary to define a segment. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the previous smoothing prepro-
cessing, during the contour detection process, some con-
tours have been approximated by poly-lines of small 
length. These poly-lines are formed by a small number of 
points. This fact can be due to noise. These poly-lines do 
not provide relevant information because their contour 
points represent small and disposable discontinuities. 
Therefore, the approximated contours should be filtered 
in order to work only with those have a certain length so 
that they are determined by a number of points greater 
than three Ps = {pip2,. ••,pjn > 3), Once the previous 
process has been carried out, it is necessary to label with 
a number the candidate contours again, disposing those 
which are not useful because they do not contribute with 
important discontinuity information or because they can 
cause confusion (Fig. 7). 
4.3. Step 3. Clustering and discontinuity directions 
First, the poly-lines with relevant information arc cho-
sen, that is only the poly-lines which fulfil the equation 
fs — {pipJn ^ 3}- Second, the end points of each poly-line 
with number of points greater than three are selected. The 
poly-lines are selected because each poly-line is composed 
by a points set. The points of each poly-line are counted 
to eliminate the poly-lines composed by less than three 
points. Afterwards, the maximum distances among points 
of each poly-line determine the end points in each case. 
These directions of discontinuity are the zones of breakage 
of the light beam projections when the beam hits over two 
surfaces with different depth or orientation. 
Later, a method for the adjustment of the "tactically 
important points" (end points that make up each poly-line) 
is applied by means of straight lines. These straight lines 
determine the candidate zones and the suitable direction 
for the search of possible discontinuities which are present 
in the surface changes. 
A clustering process of "tactically important points" is 
carried out to determine whichever straight lines are neces-
sary to fit them, and to discriminate what "tactically 
important points" belong to one or another direction of 
discontinuity. The clustering process permits to group the 
"tactically important points" according to two parameters: 
inertial moments and metric distances Thus, each 
edge contour approximated by a poly-line Ps has two "tac-
tically important points", each of which must belong to dif-
ferent clusters, and must have associated the central 
moments of the poly-line to which they belong. The central 
moments, jiPzq, are invariant to displacements of identical 
beams in the image, and do not depend on the position that 
the beam projections have in the image. 
where: 
/ / < • 
x - xc)n(y - ycfj'{x,y)dxdy (17) 
- (xr.vr) is the coordinate of the centre of the image 
- [x,y) is the position of a point into the image. 
Furthermore, it is possible to determine the rotation <j> of 
each edge contour around its gravity center from the cen-
tral moments and with the aid of the components of inertial 
tensor, as: 
ttl,2 
(f> — — arctan -
2 jUjn 
(18) 
The parameter of inertial moments is employed to dis-
cern between "tactically important points" which belong 
to poly-lines, and therefore to contours with the same 
orientation. Tn this way, we have assumed that the beam 
projections over the same surface of an object A have 
similar inertial moments. However, in an object B which 
is overlapping and occluding part of the surface of d, 
the inertial moments estimated from the beam projec-
tions over a surface of B are different to those estimated 
from A (Fig. 7). When a discontinuity is detected, an ori-
entation change of the beam projections takes place, and 
a new value of the inertial moments is consequently 
obtained. 
Fig. 7. DisUibulion of "tactically important points" which define poly-lines obtained by approximation of the beam. 
Also, another parameter to highlight is the distance of 
Minkowski L2, Thus, the distance of each "tactically 
important point" to the rest of "tactically important 
points'Vi,., is calculated, trying to minimize it. In the first 
step, the square triangular matrix Dmxm = {VpU ..., Vpni\ 
which defines the set of distances among points is made. 
Each matrix row, Vpi, represents the distance, dLr, among 
a point pi and the rest of points. Next, the points which 
compose each set Vpi- are ordered. The minimum element. 
min(rfif) is calculated as the smallest element of each set 
£fc 
\jr 
(19) 
The distance parameter is used to avoid to group as 
points of a same discontinuity. Those points can have the 
same inertial moments, but due to their little proximity 
they may not belong to the same candidate zone. For this 
reason, only the "tactically important points", near them 
and whose poly-lines have similar inertial moments, are 
cluslerized. Then, we obtain n sets of points of the follow-
ing type: Vpi = %S\ s2 • • • stl\l 0 < i<n where {s\ $% ... %} 
arc the points nearer pt ordered according to proximity. 
Finally, the difference of moments for each set of points 
is obtained as mentioned above. 
d(l>:j~ I <•/%-</% I (20) 
Tn this equation the operator |.|dcfine the absolute value. 
Thus, the distance between two angles is computed as the 
difference between their absolute value. 
From the distances and the difference of moments calcu-
lated for each set Vpi — {s\s2, • • -, s„], the clustering process 
is made. In this way, for any two points^,- and sj, these will 
be able to be jointly stored and included in the same clus-
ter. If they fulfill that dfyy < q>c, with q>c the angular toler-
ance allowed so they can be considered as points with 
similar orientation. 
Finally, after the "tactically important points" have 
been grouped by means of the clustering process, 
(Fig. 8a), the candidate zones which represent discontinu-
ities in the image are defined as those zones which contain 
each cluster. In order to determine the search direction of 
those candidate zones and their boundary it is necessary 
to make a linear adjustment by least-squares method. This 
method calculates the straight line segments which dimin-
ish the Minkowski's distance L, - L2 of each set of "tacti-
cally important points" to the straight line segment 
(Fig. 8b). 
5. Robust multisensorial system to detect changes in surfaces 
In Section 4. a method to estimate discontinuity zones of 
a given surface in the image space has been shown. This 
method provides a line where the discontinuity occurs. 
Furthermore, in Section 3. a method to detect these 
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discontinuities based on interaction forces is described. 
However, both methods independently are not sufficiently 
robust to detect with high precision the moment in which 
the surface changes. To avoid the limitation of both sensors 
this section describes the use of both sensors jointly. To do 
so, structured light is employed to determine discontinuity 
zones in which the method described in Section 3 is 
applied. In this way, the probability of having a false 
detection is reduced to a minimum. 
When the system described in Section 4 based on struc-
tured light determines a discontinuity zone, a line is 
obtained in the image space. This line, °ld, represents the 
discontinuity. As Fig. 9 shows, from the visual information 
it is possible to determine not only the visual features 
employed by the visual servoing system, but also the point, 
pc, in which the end-effector tool collides with the surface. 
Therefore, the algorithm described in Section 3 will be acti-
vated at the moment when pc arrives at the discontinuity 
line °ld. In this way, false detections are avoided. The esti-
mation of the iteration at which the point pc. is near the 
straight line °ld is the object of this section. 
Once the line °ld is detected, its position in future itera-
tions is estimated using information about the position of 
the features in the image obtained by the visual servoing 
system. In a certain iteration, the current, position of the 
features, ks, is obtained from the camera, and the desired 
position of the features, k + 1s, is obtained from the func-
tion sd(f) described in Section 2. Using this information, 
the homography matrix relating these two positions, Gk, 
can be calculated as it is described in [24]. Fig. 9 shows 
the current, fi, and the desired p o s i t i o n , f i , of the visual 
features at a certain iteration of the visual servoing task, 
where / represents the <-th feature extracted from the image. 
Once the homography matrix is computed, it is possible 
to locate in the following iteration k + 1 the straight line °ld 
obtained with the algorithm described in Section 4. To do 
so, two points located on the line !% are considered. As 
these two points arc located on the same plane that the fea-
tures kfh applying the Eq. (21), the position of each point is 
determined from the homography matrix Gt previously 
obtained: 
m
xk+i = Gkm-tk, m = { l , 2 ) (21) 
where mxk indicates the coordinates of the m-th point in the 
image at the current iteration and "'.Y/H-I are the coordi-
nates of the same point in the image after the camera mo-
tion is applied. By calculating the motion of these two 
points, the position of the virtual line k + \ in the image 
plane can be reconstructed. 
The algorithm computes the position of the straight line 
% at each iteration of the visual control task until the end-
effector of the robot, pc, is near this line. At this moment, 
the algorithm described in Section 3 is employed to deter-
mine with precision the exact point in which the disconti-
nuity occurs. Fig. 10 shows the simulation of the 
computed position of the virtual line % during the visual 
servoing task. The end-effector, pc, has a fixed position in 
Fig. 10. Projection of the discontinuity during the visual servoing task. 
the image plane (there is a constant distance between it 
and the camera). The initial position is indicated by %. 
The lines represented as % are the successive estimations 
obtained by the algorithm described in this section. Finally, 
the line represented by ld represents the one obtained at the 
iteration, in which the algorithm detects that the tool 
connected at the end-effector of the robot is satisfactorily 
close to this line. At this point, the method described in 
Section 3 is activated. 
6. Results 
6.1. System architecture 
The system architecture is composed of an eye-in-hand 
PHOTONFOCUS camera in the end-effector of a 7 d.o.f. 
Mitsubishi PA-10 robot (see Fig. 11), which is also 
equipped with a force sensor (67M25A-I40 from JR3. 
Inc.) and a laser LASTRTS SNF with a wavelength of 
Fig. 11. Experimental setup. 
660 nm. A Coreco X64CL-Pro card is used as the image 
acquisition and processing board. The camera is able to 
acquire and to process up to 100 framcs/s using an image 
resolution of 320 x 240. In this paper, we are not interested 
in image processing issues. Therefore, the image trajectory 
is generated by using four grey marks. The centres of grav-
ity of these marks will be the extracted features. 
6.2. Improving the detection using the multisensorial system 
Now, an experiment in which frictions are generated 
during the tracking of the surface is described. The discon-
tinuity of the surface is shown in Fig. 12. The interaction 
forces and the parameter l(k;0) obtained in the tracking 
of the surface using the approach described in Section 3 
are shown in Fig. 13. We can observe that the system is 
able to detect the discontinuity zone, but there are also 
some false discontinuities detections. To improve the sys-
tem behaviour the next step is to limit the zones where 
the discontinuity can appear by using the method based 
on structured light described in Section 4, Using this 
method, the discontinuity /one represented by two straight 
lines in Fig. 14a is obtained. The last step is to determine 
when the end-effector is located near the discontinuity zone 
so that the algorithm described in Section 3 is only exe-
cuted in this zone, This avoids more false detections. Fol-
lowing the process described in Section 5, once the 
discontinuity line is detected ld, the homography matrix, 
Gk, is determined at each iteration of the visual servoing 
task. This matrix is determined to project the position of 
the discontinuity line at each iteration, /cld. Therefore, when 
this line is sufficiently near to the position of the end-
Fig. 12. View of surface discontinuity from laser-camera. Experiment 1. 
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Fig. 13. Interaction forces and values of l(k;0) during the tracking of a surface with a discontinuity. Experiment 1. 
effector, the algorithm described in Section 3 is executed to 
determine the exact point of the discontinuity (this process 
is illustrated in Fig. 14b). 
6.3. Improving the detection using the multisensorial system. 
Experiment 2 
In this new experiment, the system is tested in the track-
ing of the surface shown in Fig. 15. In the experiment 
shown in Section 6.2, the robot interacts with a convex sur-
face while tracking the desired image trajectory. In this new 
experiment, the surface presents a concave discontinuity as 
Fig. 15 shows. The forces measured from the force sensor 
and the parameter t(k;B) obtained in the tracking of the sur-
face are shown in Fig. 16. The discontinuity zone is seg-
mented using the method proposed in Section 4. Fig. 17a 
shows this discontinuity zone, which is represented by 
two straight lines. To ensure a more precise and robust 
detection of the discontinuity, these two lines are projected 
in the control loop's successive iterations. To do so, the 
method proposed in Section 5 is used. Therefore, as 
Fig, 17b shows, the system is able to precisely determine 
the moment when the tool located at the end-effector 
of the robot is near the discontinuity zone. In this moment, 
the system based on the interaction forces described in Sec-
tion 3 is able to obtain the new discontinuity zone avoiding 
the false detections. 
7. Conclusions 
In this paper, a new method to fuse sensorial informa-
tion obtained from a computer vision system with that 
obtained from a force sensor has been described. The 
method was applied to a task which consists of crossing 
a surface. In this application, it is not only necessary to 
obtain desired features in the image, but also a tracking 
of the desired trajectory of the features (fulfilling the 
desired spatial restrictions) is necessary for the correct 
tracking to be carried out. 
Furthermore, in this paper, a method to detect sur-
faces discontinuities in visual-force control tasks is 
described. To do so, first, we have shown an approach 
to detect these discontinuities by only using force 
information. However, these approaches are sensitive to 
600 
Fig. 14. (a) Zone of discontinuity using the method described in Section 4. (b) Process carried out to determine the point in which the cnd-cftcctor arrives 
to the discontinuity. Experiment 1. 
Fig. 15. View of surface discontinuity from laser-camera. Experiment 2. 
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Fig. 16. Interaction forces and values of !(k;0) during the tracking of a surface with a discontinuity. Experiment 2. 
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Fig. 17. (a) Zone of discontinuity using the method described in Section 4. (h) Process carried out to determine the point in which the end-effector arrives 
to the discontinuity. Experiment 2. 
frictions or even the high noise level of the force sensor 
signal. To improve the detections we have included addi-
tional sensorial information from a laser. Using struc-
tured light, the system is able to automatically detect 
zones where the discontinuity can occur. Therefore, only 
the discontinuities determined by the force sensor which 
arc near to the ones determined using structured light arc 
considered to be correct. 
Once the discontinuities arc determined, now we are 
working in improving the surface recognition method in 
order to modify the image trajectory which is tracked by 
the visual servoing system depending on the information 
obtained from the force sensor. 
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